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Abstract
We show that if a knot has a minimal spanning surface that admits certain Gabai disks, then a
manifold obtained by ±1-Dehn surgery along the knot has infinite fundamental group. As one of the
applications we extend and simplify a recent result of Menasco and Zhang that closed 3-braid knots
have Property P. Other applications are given.
 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: primary 57M25; secondary 57M50, 57N10
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1. Introduction
The question whether every knot has Property P, i.e., whether non-trivial Dehn surgery
on a non-trivial knot cannot yield a homotopy sphere, was first raised by Bing and
Martin [2]. Although it was proven for many classes of knots (e.g., [7,24,25]), this question
is still open.
Recently, Menasco and Zhang [21] showed that knots represented by closed 3-braids
have Property P. Their interesting proof makes use both of the Casson invariant as well
as the theory of essential laminations. The paper of Menasco and Zhang was the main
motivation for the results presented here.
* Corresponding author.
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The most striking theorem [6], though, is that Property P is “almost true” for all knots,
in the following sense: Let M(r) be the manifold obtained by r-Dehn surgery on a nontrivial knot K. Then only for r = ±1 the manifold M(r) can be a homotopy sphere, but not
both M(−1) and M(1) can be one. Furthermore, by [13] it is known that non-trivial Dehn
surgery on a non-trivial knot never yields the sphere S 3 . Therefore, if there is a non-trivial
knot without Property P then there is a counterexample to the Poincaré conjecture.
Closely related to the Property P conjecture is a slightly more general problem: Is there
a non-trivial knot, other than the trefoil, such that Dehn surgery on it yields a homology
3-sphere with finite fundamental group? It is well known, that such a homology 3-sphere
must be either a homotopy 3-sphere, i.e., the fundamental group is trivial, or must have as
fundamental group the binary icosahedron group [30,15].
The goal of this paper is to show that a non-trivial, non-trefoil knot K with a minimal
spanning surface admitting two Gabai disks, has Property P. A. Gabai disk is an embedded
disk with boundary on the spanning surface that is pierced transversally by the knot exactly
twice and both times on the boundary. As an application we extend and re-prove the result
of Menasco and Zhang for closed three braid knots.
Furthermore, another immediate consequence is that knots represented by closed
homogeneous braids have Property P.

2. The tools
Two tools have been proven to be very effective in showing Property P for a large class
of knots. The first one is the celebrated Casson invariant for integral homology spheres
(e.g., [1]). The second one is finding essential laminations.
For an integral homology sphere the Casson invariant is defined in terms of “counting”
irreducible representations of the fundamental group into SU(2). By construction, it
vanishes for homotopy spheres.
The Casson invariant has a Dehn surgery description in the following sense. Let
v2 (K) = 1/2∆ (1)(K), i.e., half the second derivative of the Alexander polynomial
evaluated at 1, be the unique (up to multiplication) Vassiliev invariant of order 2. The
Casson invariant of the manifold M(1/n) that we get by 1/n Dehn surgery on K is nv2 (K).
We will refer to v2 (K) as the Casson invariant for knots.
The Casson invariant is the first non-trivial example of finite type invariants for integral
homology spheres (see, e.g., [19] for a survey on finite type invariants). Recently, W. Li
and Rubinstein [20] proved that the Casson invariant is in fact a homotopy invariant. This
property is not known for any other finite type invariant. It is even unknown, whether finite
type invariants have to vanish on homotopy spheres.
As powerful as the Casson invariant is, it is possible to construct an infinite family of
knots such that the Casson invariant of every homology sphere M(1/n) is trivial. Stanford
gave a description of such a construction in [28].
The second tool is based on finding essential laminations. Informally, an essential
lamination in a three manifold M is a closed subset which is foliated by suitable imbedded
2-dimensional leaves. For a precise definition, see [14].
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By a theorem of Gabai and Oertel a closed oriented 3-manifold M which contains
an essential lamination is irreducible and has universal cover R3 . Thus, in particular, its
fundamental group is not finite.

3. Gabai disks
Following Ko and Lee [16] we define:
Definition 3.1. Let S be a spanning surface for a knot K. An embedded disk D in S 3 is
called Gabai disk for S if
(1) D ∩ S = ∂D
(2) ∂D intersects K transversally in 2 points
(3) Both arcs of ∂D divided by these points are essential in S.
The following is a generalization of a result of Menasco and Zhang [21]:
Theorem 3.2. Let S be a minimal spanning surface for the non-trivial, non-trefoil knot K.
If (K, S) admits two Gabai disks that intersect in at most one point on K then M(r)
contains an essential lamination for each rational slope r ∈ (−2, 2).
Proof. The proof is given in Section 5.

2

4. Applications
4.1. Special configurations
Theorem 4.1. Suppose, K1 and K2 are two knots that coincide outside a small ball and
within this ball they are as in

and suppose the spanning (orientable) surface S of K1 is minimal. Here, no initial
assumptions on the surface S  are made. Then K2 has Property P.
Proof. We show that the surface S  of K2 is minimal, i.e., that genus(K2 ) = genus(K1 ) + 1.
This would follow from standard techniques using Gabai disks. We prefer to invoke a beautiful theorem of Scharlemann and Thompson [26], which was proven using the techniques
of Gabai, though.
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Suppose L− is a link obtained by changing a positive crossing of a link L+ into a
negative crossing and L0 is the link obtained by smoothing this crossing. Then by Scharlemann’s and Thompson’s results two of the three numbers −χ(L+ ), −χ(L− ), −χ(L0 ) + 1
are equal and the third one is not larger than the other two. Here, −χ(L) denotes the
minimal negative Euler characteristic among all spanning surfaces of the link L.
Now let L++ be the knot K2 , where the two signs stand for any two of the three positive
crossings in the diagram depicted above. Then L+− = L−+ = K1 = L00 . We know that S
is minimal, thus −χ(L00 ) > −χ(L0− ). This implies by the theorem of Scharlemann and
Thompson, that
−χ(K1 ) + 1 = −χ(L00 ) + 1 = −χ(L0+ ).
By applying the theorem for a second time, we get, as claimed, that
−χ(K2 ) = −χ(L++ ) = −χ(L0+ ) + 1 = −χ(L00 ) + 2 = −χ(K1 ) + 2.
Therefore, the surface S  is minimal. Since it satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.2 the
claim follows. 2
It is interesting that a result similar in spirit follows naturally by using the Casson
invariant:
Theorem 4.2. Suppose a sequence of knots Kn , indexed by n, is defined by changing the
number n of half-twists (a negative n means negative half-twists):

Then for all but at most two values of n the knot Kn has Property P.
Proof. If the Casson invariant v2 (K) of a knot K is non-zero, then the knot has Property P.
Since we allow both positive and negative n and have no restriction on the knot outside the
diagram we may assume that n is odd. For the Casson invariant it holds, for n  3:
n−1
+ lk(T0 ),
v2 (Tn ) − v2 (Tn−2 ) = lk(Tn−1 ) =
2
where lk(L) denotes the linking number of a link. A similar relation holds for negative half
twists.
From this it follows for n odd and n either positive or negative that
n−1
n2 − 1
lk(T0 ) +
.
2
8
Since this is a quadratic, non-constant polynomial in n it has at most two roots and the
claim follows. 2
v2 (Tn ) = v2 (T1 ) +

4.2. Closed 3-braid knots
The following theorem is a generalization and the proof is a simplification of a result of
Menasco and Zhang in [21]:
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Theorem 4.3. Let K be a non-trivial closed three-braid knot other than the trefoil. Then
M(r) contains an essential lamination for all r ∈ (−2, 2). In particular, K has Property P
and no such Dehn surgery yields a manifold with finite fundamental group.
Proof. First recall the classification of closed three braids, given by Birman and Menasco
[3] and the genus computation of these knots [29]. We use the presentation
a12 , a23 , a1,3 | a23 a12 = a13 a23 = a12 a13
of the braid group B3 . In terms of the standard generators σ1 , σ2 this means: a12 = σ1 ,
a23 = σ2 and a13 = σ1−1 σ2 σ1 .
Let β ∈ B3 be of minimal length l, with respect to the generators a12 , a13 and a23 , in
its conjugacy class. It is shown in [29] that the negative Euler characteristic of a minimal
spanning surface S of K is:
−χ(S) = l − 3.
More specifically, the following generalized Seifert algorithm produces a minimal
spanning surface: The surface is constructed by three disks and each aij represents a band
that connects disk i with disk j .
We will show that every three strand braid β which represents a knot K either contains,
up to length preserving conjugacy and braid isotopy, two Gabai disks as in Theorem 3.2 or
K is the trefoil or the knot 52 .
From the presentation for B3 we get the following relations:
−1
−1
= a23
a13 ,
a12 a23

−1
−1
a12 a13
= a23
a12 ,

−1
−1
a23 a12
= a13
a23 ,

−1
−1
a23 a13
= a13
a12 ,

−1
−1
a13 a12
= a12
a23 ,

−1
−1
a13 a23
= a12
a13 .

Thus, we can write every braid β ∈ B3 as P N for some positive word P and negative
word N without increasing its length.
If P N has minimal length in its conjugacy class, we can find Gabai disks as in
Theorem 3.2 in the following way: If the exponent sum in P of one of the three generators
is greater than 1 than we have one Gabai disk. If it is greater than two, we have two such
Gabai disks. Accordingly if the exponent sum in N is smaller than −1 than we have one
Gabai disk, if it is at most −3 we have two Gabai disks.
This already reduces our considerations to a finite number of knots that we have to
check: The length of both P and N has to be  4. The rest of the proof is concerned with
this finite number. It could be easily verified on a computer.
With δ = a23 a12 = a13 a23 = a12 a13 we have
δa23 = a12 δ,

δa13 = a23 δ,

δa12 = a13 δ.

(1)

for some k and P and N do not contain δ or δ −1
Therefore we can assume that β
as a subword.
Since δ starts and ends with every generator and β is assumed to be minimal in its
conjugacy class we can assume that either k = 0 or k < 0 and P is empty or k > 0 and N
is empty.
= δk P N
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If k  2 or k  −2 we have two Gabai disks.
Thus, to summarize, β is either δP , P N or δ −1 N where P and N do not contain powers
of δ as a subword and the lengths of both P and N is  4. Moreover, since we assume a
knot, the length of β is even and since the knot is non-trivial, its length must be  4.
Up to conjugation we can assume that a non-empty P is one of the following seven
2 , a a , a2 a , a a a , a2 a a , a a a a .
words: a12, a12
12 23 12 23 12 23 13 12 23 13 12 23 13 12
In particular, every δP of length at least 4 admits at least two Gabai disks.
A corresponding argument shows that every δ −1 N admits at least two Gabai disks.
Finally, assume that β = P N and β does not contain two Gabai disks. Conjugation with
δ (see Eq. (1)) induces an inner automorphism in B3 that sends a generator aij to any other
of the other two generators. In particular, we can assume that P starts with a12 and, thus,
−1
N does not end with a12
.
Assume first, that the length of P is greater or equal the length of N . Moreover, if P
and N are of equal length, then N does not contain the square of a generator as a subword.
Since not both P and N can have length 4, we can assume that the length of N is at most 3.
2 a a , i.e., the knot 5 .
If N is empty, then P must be a12
23 13
2
If the length of N is one, then the length of P must be 3 and we have the possibilities:
2 a a −1 = a 2 a −1 a and we have two Gabai disks. Otherwise, it is a a a a −1 which
a12
23 13
12 23 13 23
12 13 12
is a 3-component link.
If the length of N is two then the length of P is either 2 or 4. The cases are:
2 a −1 a −1 = a a −1 a a −1 , a 2 a a a −1 a −1 = a 2 a a −1 a a −1 , a 2 a a a −1 a −1 =
a12
12 23 12 23
12 23 13 23 12
12 23 12 13 12
12 23 13 12 13
13 23
2 a a −1 a a −1 and a a a a a −1 a −1 = a a a a −1 a a −1 . All of these knots
a12
23 12 23 13
12 23 13 12 13 23
12 23 13 23 12 23
−1 −1
−1 −1
a13 and a12 a23a13
a23 that are three
contain two Gabai disks. Furthermore, a12a23 a12
component links.
If the length of both P and N is three then we have the three possibilities, all of
2 a a −1 a −1 a −1 = a 2 a −1 a a −1 a , a a a ×
them containing two Gabai disks: a12
23 12 13 23
12 23 13
12 13 23 13 23
−1 −1 −1
−1 2 −1 −1
−1 −1 −1
−2
−1
a12 a13 = a12 a23a12
a23a13
.
a12 a13 a23 = a12 a13 a23a13 a23 and a12 a23a13 a23
Finally, if the length of N is greater or equal the length of P then a case by case check
−1 −1 −1
a13 a23 which
gives us the only exception for a knot without two Gabai 2-disks to be a12
is again the knot 52 .
The final case, i.e., the knot 52 , is covered by a result of Delman and Roberts [7].
Suppose K is a non-torus alternating knot such that the checkerboard surface is the one
that one gets by applying the Seifert algorithm to its knot diagram. Then every finite Dehn
surgery on K produces a manifold containing an essential lamination. 2
4.3. Knots represented by closed homogeneous braids
One class of knots seems to be especially made for the application of Theorem 3.2:
Knots represented by closed homogeneous braids. A homogeneous braid is a braid where
every generator σi either occurs always with positive or always with negative exponent,
e.g., σ1 σ2−1 σ1 σ2−1 is a homogeneous braid.
Theorem 4.4. Property P holds for non-trivial knots represented by closed homogeneous
braids. Furthermore, unless the knot is the trefoil, no Dehn surgery along the knot yields a
homology sphere with finite fundamental group.
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Proof. By a result of Stallings [27] a knot represented by a closed homogeneous braid is
fibred and a minimal spanning surface S is given by Seifert’s algorithm. Since the braid is
homogeneous and non-trivial, the surface S admits at least two Gabai disks. 2

5. Essential laminations and Gabai disks
Essential laminations, which are introduced by Gabai and Oertel [14], are a generalization of both incompressible surfaces and taut foliations. We first give a brief review on the
basic definitions and properties of essential laminations and we refer the reader to [14,18,
17] for details.
Definition 5.1 [14]. Let N be a close 3-manifold and λ be a lamination in N . We say λ is
an essential lamination in N if it satisfies the following conditions.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

The inclusion of leaves of λ into N induces an injection on π1 .
The complement of λ is irreducible.
λ has no sphere leaves.
λ is end-incompressible.

A closed 3-manifold is said to be laminar if it contains an essential lamination. It is
shown in [14] that the universal cover of a laminar 3-manifold is R3 . Moreover, it follows
from [12,4,5] that laminar 3-manifolds satisfy the weak hyperbolization conjecture, i.e.,
either the fundamental group contains a Z ⊕ Z subgroup, or the manifold has wordhyperbolic fundamental group.
Branched surfaces, which are a generalization of train tracks, are very useful in the
theory of essential laminations and incompressible surfaces, see [18] for details.
Let B be a branched surface and L be the branch locus of B. We call the closure (under
path metric) of each component of B − L a sector of B. L is a collection of smooth
immersed curves in B. Let Z be the union of double points of L. We associate with every
component of L − Z a normal vector (in B) pointing in the direction of the cusp. We call
it the branch direction of this arc [18]. We call a disk sector of B a sink disk if the branch
direction of every smooth arc (or curve) in its boundary points into the disk. Let N(B) be a
regular neighborhood of B. N(B) can be considered as an I -bundle over B. The boundary
of N(B) consists of ∂h N(B) and ∂v N(B), which are called the horizontal boundary and
the vertical boundary respectively. B is said to be incompressible if
(1) ∂h N(B) is incompressible in N − int(N(B)), ∂h N(B) has no sphere component, and
N − int(N(B)) is irreducible;
(2) N − int(N(B)) contains no monogon;
(3) N(B) contains no disk of contact.
Suppose B is incompressible. A trivial bubble is a 3-ball in N − B that can be trivially
eliminated by pinching B (see [18] for more details).
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Definition 5.2 [18,17]. Let B is a properly embedded branched surface in a 3-manifold M.
We say B is a laminar branched surface if, after eliminating trivial bubbles, the followings
are satisfied.
(1) ∂h N(B) is essential in the following sense: ∂h N(B) is incompressible and ∂incompressible in M − int(N(B)), there is no monogon in M − int(N(B)) and no
component of ∂h N(B) is a sphere or a disk properly embedded in M.
(2) M − int(N(B)) is irreducible and ∂M − int(N(B)) is incompressible in M −
int(N(B)).
(3) B contains no Reeb branched surface (see [14] for the definition of Reeb branched
surface).
(4) B has no sink disk or half sink disk.
The following theorem gives a certain equivalence relation between essential laminations and branched surfaces without sink disks.
Theorem 5.3 [18]. Suppose N is a closed and orientable 3-manifold. Then
(a) Every laminar branched surface in N fully carries an essential lamination.
(b) Any essential lamination in N that is not a lamination by planes is fully carried by a
laminar branched surface.
Furthermore, if λ ⊂ N is a lamination by planes (hence N = T 3 ), then any branched
surface carrying λ must contain a sink disk and hence is not a laminar branched surface.
A relative version of Theorem 5.3 for knot manifolds is proved in [17]. Let M be an
irreducible 3-manifold whose boundary is an incompressible torus. Suppose B is a properly
embedded branched surface with boundary (∂B ⊂ ∂M). Let L be the branch locus of B,
and D be the closure (in the path metric) of a disk component of B − L. We call D a half
sink disk if ∂D ∩ ∂M = ∅ and the branch direction of each arc in ∂D − ∂M points into D.
Note that ∂D ∩ ∂M may not be connected.
Let T be a torus, then the isotopy class of every non-trivial simple closed curve in
T uniquely corresponds to a rational slope in Q ∪ ∞. Let τ be a train track in T and
s ∈ Q ∪ ∞ be a rational slope. We say that s can be fully carried by τ (or realized by τ )
if τ fully carries a union of simple closed curves with slope s, i.e., we can split τ into a
union of simple closed curves with slope s. For any slope s ∈ Q ∪ ∞, we denote by M(s)
the manifold after Dehn filling along s.
Theorem 5.4 [17]. Let M be an irreducible and orientable 3-manifold whose boundary
is an incompressible torus. Suppose B is a laminar branched surface and ∂M − ∂B is
a union of bigons. Then, for any rational slope s ∈ Q ∪ ∞ that can be fully carried by
the train track ∂B, if B does not carry a torus that bounds a solid torus in M(s), M(s)
contains an essential lamination.
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Fig. 1.

Remark 5.5. Note that since B is incompressible, ∂M − ∂B is a union of bigons and
annuli. So, if ∂B fully carries more than one slope, ∂M − ∂B is always a union of bigons.
Moreover, if B does not carry any closed surface, then B does not carry any torus and the
last requirement in the theorem is satisfied.
In this section, we will mainly apply Theorem 5.4 to certain knot complements. Let K
be a knot in S 3 , and M = S 3 − int(N(K)), where N(K) is a tubular neighborhood of K.
Suppose S is a minimal genus Seifert surface of K. To simplify notation, we also use S to
denote the corresponding surface properly embedded in M (i.e., S − int(N(K)). We first
fix an orientation for K and assign a “+” and “−” side to S.
Definition 5.6. We say S has a positive (respectively negative) double twist, if there is a
3-ball whose intersection with K and S is as shown in Fig. 1(a) (respectively (b)), and
inside the 3-ball, one can add a Gabai disk (above Fig. 1) as shown in Fig. 2(b). Note that
the dashed curves in Fig. 1 (and other figures in this paper) denote the intersection of S and
the boundary of the 3-ball. The circle in Fig. 2(b) denote the circle along which we add the
Gabai disk. Similarly, we say S has a (positive or negative) triple twist if there is a 3-ball
whose intersection with K and S is as shown in Fig. 2(a), and one can simultaneously
add two Gabai disks (both above Fig. 2(a)) in the 3-ball. Note that any two crossings in
Fig. 2(a) form a (positive or negative) double twist, and one can add a Gabai disk (from
above) along any two crossings.
If S has a double twist and one adds a Gabai disk as in Fig. 2(b) (see [10,9]), by fixing a
normal direction for the Gabai disk, one can obtain a taut sutured manifold decomposition
for the sutured manifold M − S [9,8]. Note that the Gabai disk corresponds to a product
disk in M − S and one always gets a taut sutured manifold by adding any product disk to a
taut suture manifold [9,8]. Let D be the product disk in M − S corresponding to the Gabai
disk. Then, one can modify S ∪ D into a branched surface B properly embedded in M,
and M − int(N(B)) is the taut sutured manifold above. The branched locus of B consists
of two disjoint arcs properly embedded in S. Fig. 5(a) is a schematic picture of the branch
locus of B (the arrows denote the branch directions). The boundary train track ∂B is as
shown in Fig. 5(b), see Fig. 14 of [22] for a picture of B near ∂M.
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Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Lemma 5.7 ([23] and compare with [21]). If S has a positive (respectively negative) double
twist, then M(r) contains a taut foliation for any r ∈ (−∞, 1) (respectively r ∈ (−1, ∞)).
Proof. The proof is similar to [23] in spirit. Suppose S has a positive double twist. Let B be
the branched surface above. We first show that B contains no (half) sink disk. The branch
sector corresponding to the Gabai disk D is not a half sink disk as the branch directions all
point out of D. Now, we consider the local picture of S in Fig. 5(a). The subsurface of S
in Fig. 5(a) is an annulus and the branch locus consists of two essential arcs in this annulus
that cut this annulus into two disks, say d1 and d2 . The branch directions all point into d1
and out of d2 . Fig. 4(a) is a picture of d1 (the arcs with arrows denote the branch locus, the
dashed arcs denote the intersection of d1 with the boundary of the 3-ball in Definition 5.6,
and the other arcs are from ∂S). Since any branch sector that does not contain d1 has a
boundary arc with branch direction pointing outwards, if there is a (half) sink disk, then
the two dashed lines in Fig. 4(a) must be parallel to K (in S), and hence the picture must
be as shown in Fig. 3(a), in which case K is a link with more than one component. This
contradicts our hypothesis that K is a knot. Therefore, B cannot have any (half) sink disk.
Since M − int(N(B)) is a taut sutured manifold and the suture is ∂v N(B) ∪ (∂M −
int(N(B))) [8,11], it follows from our construction that B is a laminar branched surface.
Moreover, ∂M − ∂B is a union of bigons and B does not carry any closed surface.
Therefore, B satisfies all the hypotheses in Theorem 5.4, and hence M(r) contains an
essential lamination for every slope fully carried by ∂B. If S has a positive double twist,

O.T. Dasbach, T. Li / Topology and its Applications 142 (2004) 113–129
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Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.

then the train track ∂B (corresponding to Fig. 5(a)) is as shown in Fig. 5(b). By [17,23] (or
a simple calculation), the interval of slopes fully carried by this train track is (−∞, 1).
If S has a negative double twist, then the boundary train track ∂B (corresponding to
Fig. 5(c)) is as shown in Fig. 5(d), and the interval of slopes fully carried by this train track
is (−1, ∞).
Moreover, since B is obtained by a sutured manifold decomposition and K is a knot in
S 3 , by [11], the essential laminations above can be extended to taut foliations in M(r). 2
Corollary 5.8. If S contains both positive and negative double twists, then M(r) contains
a taut foliation for any slope r = ∞.
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Fig. 6.

Fig. 7.

Lemma 5.9. If S has two disjoint positive (respectively negative) double twists, in other
words, if there are two disjoint 3-balls whose intersections with S and K are as shown in
Fig. 1(a) (respectively (b)), then M(r) contains a taut foliation for any slope r ∈ (−∞, 2)
(respectively (−2, ∞)).
Proof. If there are two disjoint positive double twists, then we can add two Gabai disks
D1 and D2 , which give rise to a taut sutured manifold decomposition. As before, we
deform S ∪ D1 ∪ D2 into a branched surface B so that M − int(N(B)) is a taut sutured
manifold. Since we have two Gabai disks, the boundary train track ∂B is as shown in
Fig. 7(a), and it follows from [17] or the claim below that interval of slopes fully carried
by such a train track is (−∞, 2). Similarly, if S has two disjoint negative twists, then the
corresponding boundary train track is as shown in Fig. 7(b), in which case the interval of
slopes in (−2, ∞).
Claim. Any slope in (−∞, 2) is fully carried by the train track in Fig. 7(a) or Fig. 6.
Proof. We assign a positive weight to each arc of the train track in Fig. 6, where a, b,
a  , b , e, e and c can be any positive real numbers as long as they satisfy the equation
a + e = c = a  + e . Moreover, such numbers determine the slope of the curves. Let α be a
simple close curve fully carried by this train track with slope corresponding to the weights
a  , b , e, e and c. The slope of α equals the measure of the 0/1 curve (with respect to the
measured train track) divided by the measure of the 1/0 curve.
Now, we can fix a transverse orientation of this train track and calculate the measure
of any closed curve transverse to this train track, and the measure is equal to the oriented
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weights of the arcs that this closed curve meets. So, the measure of the 1/0 curve is c, and
the measure of the 0/1 curve is a − b + a  − b (the negative signs are due to the transverse


orientation). Hence, the slope of α is a+a −b−b
. Since a = c − e and a  = c − e , the slope
c




2c−e−e −b−b
e+e +b+b
=2−
. As the weights of these arcs in Fig. 6 are positive,
equals
c
c
the slope is always less than 2. If we let b or b tend to +∞, the slope goes to −∞; if we
let e, e , b, and b all tend to 0, the slope goes to 2. Hence the interval of slopes is (−∞, 2).
The calculation is the same for the train tracks in Fig. 8. 2
A geometric argument is given in the Section 3 of [17], which involves splitting of the
train track as in Fig. 3.4 of [17]. Roughly, the arcs like b and b (in Fig. 6) give us ∞ on
one side of the interval, and the number of arcs like a and a  gives the integer bound on the
other side of the open interval. 2
Similar to the argument in the proof of Lemma 5.7, we have two disjoint 3-balls, which
together with the branch locus cut S into pieces. In this case, we have two copies of
Fig. 4(a), and any other piece contains a boundary arc with branch direction pointing
outwards. If B contains a (half) sink disk, then either K and S have a local picture as in
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Fig. 3(a) and Lemma 5.7, or two dashed arcs from the two copies of Fig. 4(a) are parallel in
S and the other two dashed arcs are parallel to K in S. Note that when we connect the two
copies of Fig. 4(a) along dashed arcs, we have to make the “+” and “−” sides compatible.
Fig. 3(b) gives an example of getting a (half) sink disk by connecting the two copies of
Fig. 4(a), and there are other possible configurations.
However, it is easy to see that, in any cases, if one obtains a (half) sink disk by
connecting the dashed arcs in the two copies of Fig. 4(a), K is always a link with more
than one component, as illustrated in Fig. 3(a) and (b). Thus, as in Lemma 5.7, B is a
laminar branched surface and the lemma follows from Theorem 5.4. 2
Lemma 5.10. Suppose K is not a trefoil knot and S has a positive (respectively negative)
triple twist. Then, M(r) contains a taut foliation for any r ∈ (−∞, 2) (respectively
(−2, ∞)).
Proof. We will only prove the case that the triple twist is positive, and the negative
case is similar. If we have a triple twist, we can still add two Gabai disks, i.e., add two
product disks to M − S, and get a branched surface B such that M − int(N(B)) is the corresponding taut sutured manifold. The schematic picture of the branch locus of B in this
case is as shown in Fig. 8(a), and the corresponding boundary train track ∂B is as shown
in Fig. 8(b).
If we reverse the orientation of both Gabai disks, we will get a different branched surface
B  but M − int(N(B  )) is the same taut sutured manifold as M − int(N(B)) [9,8,11].
Fig. 8(c) is a schematic picture of the branch locus of B  , and the boundary train track ∂B 
is as shown in Fig. 8(d). Furthermore, if we reverse the orientation of only one Gabai disk,
as shown in Fig. 8(e), then we get a branched surface B  which also gives rise to the same
taut sutured manifold decomposition [9,8,11]. The boundary train track ∂B  is as shown
in Fig. 8(f). It following from [17] that the interval of realizable slopes for the three train
tracks ∂B, ∂B  and ∂B  are the same, i.e., (−∞, 2).
Similar to the proof of Lemma 5.7, we consider the local picture of S, i.e., the
intersection of S with the 3-ball in Definition 5.6. The branch locus of B cuts the subsurface
in Fig. 8(a) into pieces and only one piece, say d, has all the branch directions pointing
inward. Fig. 4(b) is a picture of d, where the arcs with arrows denote the branch locus, the
dashed lines denote the intersection of d with the boundary of the 3-ball, all other boundary
arcs are from K, and the two points A, B denote the points A, B in Fig. 8(a). Similar to the
proof of Lemma 5.7, if B contains a (half) sink disk, then the two dashed lines in Fig. 4(b)
must be parallel to K in S, and hence the configuration of K must be as shown in Fig. 9(a).
We suppose B contains a sink disk and hence the configuration of K is as in Fig. 9(a).
Then, we reverse the orientation of both Gabai disks and construct another branched
surface B  as above. Similarly, if B  also contains a sink disk, then the configuration of
K must be as in Fig. 9(b). Now, we suppose both B and B  contain sink disks, and hence
the configuration of K is as in Fig. 9(b). Then we reverse the orientation of only one Gabai
disk, as in Figs. 8(e) and 9(c), and construct the branched surface B  as above. By the same
argument, if B  also contains a sink disk, then the two dashed lines in Fig. 9(c) must be
parallel to K in S, and hence the configuration of K must be Fig. 9(d) which is a trefoil
knot.
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Since we have assumed that K is not a trefoil knot, at least one of the three branched
surfaces B, B  and B  does not contain any sink disk, and the lemma follows from
Theorem 5.4 and the discussion of the train tracks of the three branched surfaces above. 2
The next theorem is an immediate corollary of Lemmas 5.7, 5.9, 5.10 and Corollary 5.8.
Theorem 5.11. Let K be a knot in S 3 and S be a minimal genus Seifert surface. Suppose S
has a triple twist or two disjoint double twists. Then, unless K is a trefoil knot, any Dehn
surgery along the slope r ∈ (−2, 2) yields a 3-manifold with infinite fundamental group.
In particular, K has property P. Moreover, if a Dehn surgery yields a Poincaré homology
sphere, then K must be a trefoil knot and the slope is 1 or −1.
Proof. By a simple homology argument, the Dehn surgery along the slope r produces a
homology sphere if and only if r = 1/n for some integer n. Therefore, the theorem follows
from Lemmas 5.7, 5.9, 5.10 and Corollary 5.8. 2
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Fig. 10.

5.1. Proof of Theorem 3.2
Proof. A Gabai disk corresponds to a product disk in M − S. As before, one can choose
any normal direction of a product disk and construct a branched surface which corresponds
to a taut sutured manifold decomposition. Then, either the boundary train track of this
branched surface is as shown in Fig. 10 for a certain direction of the Gabai disk, or a small
neighborhood of the Gabai disk is a 3-ball that contains a double twist. If the first case
never happens, then Theorem 3.2 follows from Theorem 5.11.
Now, suppose the first case happens, i.e., the boundary train track of the branched
surface obtained by adding one Gabai disk is as shown in Fig. 10. Then, similar to the
argument above, the branched surface contains a sink disk iff the two arcs in the boundary
of the Gabai disk are parallel. In this case the knot K is not prime. By [7], for a composite
knot, any non-trivial Dehn surgery yields a laminar manifold. If K is prime, then the
branched surface contains no sink disk. By [17], the train track in Fig. 10 fully carries
any slope in (−∞, ∞). Therefore, as before, M(r) contains an essential lamination for
any r ∈ (−∞, ∞). 2
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